The process of any analog system design has been formulated on the basis of the control theory application. This approach produces many different design strategies inside the same optimization procedure and allows determining the problem of the optimal design strategy existence from the computer time point of view. Different kinds of system design strategies have been evaluated from the operations number. The general methodology for the analog system design was formulated by means of the optimum control theory. The main equations for this design methodology were elaborated. These equations include the special control functions that are introduced artificially. This approach generalizes the design process and generates an infinite number of the different design strategies. The problem of the optimum design algorithm construction is defined as the minimum-time problem of the control theory. Numerical results of some electronic circuit design demonstrate the efficiency and perspective of the proposed methodology. These examples show that the computer time gain of the optimal design strategy with respect to the traditional design strategy increases when the size and complexity of the system increase. An additional acceleration effect of the design process has been discovered by the analysis of various design strategies with the different initial points. This effect is displayed for all analyzed circuits and it reduces additionally the total computer time for the system design.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems of a large system design is the excessive computer time that is necessary to achieve the optimal point of the design process. This problem has a huge significance because it has a lot of applications, for example on VLSI electronic circuit design.
Any system design strategy includes two main parts as a rule: the model of the system, which can be simulated as algebraic equations or differential-integral equations and the optimization procedure that achieves the objective function optimum point.
The traditional design strategy for the system design has two fixed determined parts. The first part is the mathematical model of the physical system and the second one is the optimization procedure. In terms of this conception it is possible to change the optimization strategy and use different models and different analysis methods. However, the time of the large-scale circuit analysis and the time of optimization procedure increase when the network scale increases.
There are some powerful methods that reduce the necessary time for the circuit analysis. Because a matrix of the largescale circuit is a very sparse, the special sparse one matrix techniques are used successfully for this purpose [1] [2] [3] [4] . Another approach to reduce the amount of computational time required for the linear and nonlinear equations is based on the decomposition techniques. The partitioning of a circuit matrix into bordered-block diagonal form can be done by branches tearing as in [5] , or by nodes tearing as in [6] and jointly with direct solution algorithms gives the solution of the problem. The extension of the direct solution methods can be obtained by hierarchical decomposition and macromodel representation [7] . Another approach for achieving decomposition at the nonlinear level consists of a special iteration techniques and has been realized in [8] for the iterated timing analysis and circuit simulation. The optimization technique that is used for the circuit optimization and design, exerts a very strong influence on the total necessary computer time too. The numerical methods are developed both for the unconstrained and for the constrained optimization [9] [10] . The practical aspects of use of these methods are developed for VLSI circuit design, yield, timing and area optimization [11] [12] [13] . It is possible to suppose that the circuit analysis methods and the optimization procedures will be improved later on.
On the contrary, it is possible to reformulate the total design problem and generalize it to obtain a set of different design strategies inside the same optimization procedure. It is clear that a finite but a large number of different strategies includes more possibilities for the selection of one or several design strategies that are time-optimal or quasi-time-optimal ones. This is especially right if we have an infinite number of the different design strategies. Contrary to the traditional design strategy, the modified traditional design strategy has only one part, because all system parameters are determined as independent and the objective function of the optimization procedure includes additional penalty functions that describe the model of the physical system. In this case the equations of the model of the physical system disappear. On the other hand, it is possible to re-determine the total design problem, to generalize it, to obtain a set of the different design strategies. First of all, we define the time-optimal design strategy as the algorithm that achieves the optimum point of the objective function of the design process at the minimal computer time. The main problem of this formulation is the searching of the special conditions, which need to be satisfied for the optimal algorithm construction.
The idea to use the control theory, which was introduced in [14] , is developed now for the design of the systems that are described by the nonlinear algebraic equation model. This methodology generalizes the design problem and can reduce the total necessary computer design time. First of all the evaluation of the operations number for different design strategies has been done. The main system of equations that describes the general design process is determined. The time-optimal system design procedure is defined as a minimal-time problem of the control theory and gives the possibility to use the specific methods of this theory. Different examples of the electronic circuit design have been analyzed using the proposed methodology. In contrast to [14] [15] [16] the present paper defines the new design problem formulation in continuous form.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The design process for any physical system design can be defined as the problem of objective function C X minimization, N R X with the system of constraints. It is supposed that the minimum of the objective function C X achieves all design objects and the constraint system is the mathematical model of the physical system. It is supposed also that the physical system model can be described as the system of nonlinear equations:
The vector X can be separated in two parts: X X X , . The vector K R X can be named as the vector of independent variables where K is the number of independent variables and the vector M E X is the vector of dependent variables, where N=K+M. It is clear that this separation is very conditional, because any variable can be defined as independent or dependent parameter. If the electronic system is described, it is more traditional and natural to define the system elements as independent variables and the physical parameters (voltages, currents, and so on) as dependent variables, but it is not obligatory.
The optimization process for the objective function C X minimization for two-step procedure can be defined as following vector equation in general case:
with constraints (1), where s is the iterations number, t s is the iteration parameter, t R s 1 , H is the direction of the objective function C X decreasing. The vector H is the function of C X . This is a typical formulation for the constrained optimization problem. This problem can be transformed to the unconstrained optimization problem for K=N-M variables. It is very easy to do this transformation if we solve the system (1) for M components of the vector X and substitute these components into the function C X . In this case the design problem is defined in more traditional form as an unconstrained optimization process in the space of independent variables:
with the system (1) which is solved in each step of the optimization procedure.
The specific character of the design process at least for the electronic systems consists in the fact that it is not necessary to fulfill the conditions (1) for all steps of the optimization process. It is quite enough to fulfill these conditions for the final point of the design process.
The problem by (1) and (3) can be redefined in the form when there is no difference between independent and dependent variables. All components of the vector X can be defined as independent. This is the main idea for the penalty function method application. In this case the vector function H is the function of objective function C X and the additional penalty function
The penalty function structure includes all equations of the system (1) and can be defined for example as:
In this case we define the design problem as the unconstrained optimization (2) On the other hand it is possible to generalize the idea of additional penalty function application if to make up the penalty function as one part of the system (1) only and the other part of this system is defined as constraints [15] . In this case the penalty function includes first Z items only, 
It is clear that each new value of the parameter Z produces a new design strategy and a new trajectory line. This idea can be generalized more in case when the penalty function X includes Z arbitrary equations from the system (1). The total number of different design strategies is equal to To obtain a concrete evaluation and to analyze some examples we need to define an optimization procedure. It is possible to use some different methods of the unconstrained optimization for the function F X : the zero order methods (method of conjugate directions, Hooke-Jeeves method, Simplex method and so on), the first order methods (the different variants of the gradient method), the second order methods (the different variants of the Newton's method), the quasi-Newton methods (the method of conjugate gradients, Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) method [17] and so on).
To simplify a concrete exposition of the main idea for the formulation of the design process as the control theory problem it is convenient to select the gradient method for the optimization procedure. This method has some defects but serves as the basis for many other algorithms. Another supposition consists of the idea of changing the numerical equation (2) by the differential equation:
It means that the main problem of the design process can be formulated as the problem of the integration of this system with additional conditions (5) . The structure of the function H for the gradient method can be defined as:
This function defines the direction of the movement during the optimization process.
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The traditional design strategy. The traditional design strategy includes two systems of the equations. It is supposed that the optimization procedure for the system design process can be defined as the system of the ordinary differential equations for the independent variables, for example as:
where C(X) is the objective function of the design problem; b is the iteration parameter; the operator
hear and below means
. The gradient method is utilized as the main optimization procedure here and below. However it is not important what kind of the optimization method is used. It is only necessary to prepare the optimization procedure as the system of ordinary differential equations for the independent variables.
The model of the system we can determine as the system of constraints from the optimization theory point of view. It is supposed that this model is described as the system of the nonlinear algebraic equations:
The operations number for the solution of the system (8) by the Newton's method is equal to
, where P is the average operations number for the function g X j calculation; S is the iteration number of Newton's method for the system (8) solution. The operations number for one step t of the system (7) integration for the Newton's method is equal to
where C is the operations number for the objective function calculation. The total operations number for the solution of the problem (7)- (8), when the Newton's method is used is equal to:
where L 1 is the total steps number of the optimization algorithm. The Newton's method for the system's model solution was taken into consideration below to evaluate the total operations number. The results for the quasi-Newton method are very similar.
The modified traditional design strategy. The modified traditional strategy is determined as the system of optimization procedure equations without any constraints [15] . In this case the number of independent variables is equal to K+M.
The principal system is given by:
where F(X) is the general objective function,
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The total operations number for the problem (10) solution is equal to:
The general design strategy. This idea was formulated at the heuristic level in [18] without any proof or comparison of the different strategies. This approach was developed more adequately in [15] . It is possible to define the general design strategy as the strategy which has the variable number of independent parameters that is equal to K+Z. In this case the following two systems are used:
where
. In this case the total operations number N 3 for the solution of the systems (12), (13) is equal to:
This formula is turned to the formula (9) when Z=0 and is turned to the formula (11) when Z=M. Analysis of the operations number N 3 as the function of Z by formula (14) gives us the conditions for the minimum computer time calculation. This general strategy almost has no preference in computer time as shown in [15] when the system (13) is linear or quasi-linear. In this case the iteration number for the Newton's method S is equal to 1 and the traditional approach is optimal.
It is supposed also that the iteration number L 3 and the operation number C for the objective function calculation have dependencies from the independent variables number by the following law:
These are ordinary assumptions and the principal problem is the value of the power n and m. On the other hand the iterations number for the Newton's method S has no dependency from the order of the system (13) in the first approximation and is equal to constant value S 0 . This value is equal to 4 or 5 in practice to achieve the precision 10 10 10 12 . The average operations number P for the function g X j calculation has no dependency from Z if it is supposed that an electronic system is analyzed. This is correct because the admittance matrix of the electronic system is very sparse. It is supposed that this value is constant and equal to P 0 . In this case the formula (14) for the
calculation is transformed to the next form:
In accordance with the principal definition of the optimum design strategy we can find this optimum strategy by the analysis of this formula. We need to find the optimum point Z opt where the function N Z 3 has the minimum value.
If the optimum point Z opt is equal to 0 it means that the traditional strategy is the optimum one. If the optimum point Z opt is equal to M it means that the modified traditional strategy is the optimum one. If the optimum point 
It is necessary to provide a special condition for the parameter n to fulfill the condition N 3 0 0. This condition is
given by formula n q 
It is supposed that the order n is equal to 2. In that case the main inequality to provide the condition N M 
THE TIME-OPTIMAL SYSTEM DESIGN PROBLEM FORMULATION
It is possible to determine the problem of any system design as the problem of optimal control. The principal system of equations can be determined as: 
,...,
) that is determined by the system is removed from the right part of the systems (21), (21') when u j = 0 , and on the contrary, the equation number j is removed from the system (20) and is presented in the right part of the systems (21), (21') when u j = 1. The index j is equal to i-K. The equation number j is removed from (20) and the dependent variable x K j is transformed to the independent when u j =1. This independent parameter is defined by the formulas (19) , (21') . In this case there is no difference between formulas (21) and (21'), because the parameter x K j is an ordinary independent parameter. On the other hand, the equation (19) . It means that at this time moment the parameter x i is dependent one and the current value of this parameter can be obtained from the system (20) directly. This transformation of the vectors X and X can be done at any time moment. The function f X U 0 , is determined as the necessary calculation time for one step of the system (19) integration. In this case the additional variable x 0 is determined as the total computer time T for the system design.
In this case we determine the problem of the optimal system design as the classical minimum-time problem of the optimum control. In that context the aim of optimal control is to result each function f X U i , to zero for the final time t fin , f X t U t i f i n f i n , 0 and to minimize the total computer time x 0 . By this formulation the general design strategy of the previous section is the particular case only. It is possible to re-determine this general design strategy as method with the fixed values of all control functions u j . The total number of the different design strategies which is produced by the general design strategy is equal to 2 M . On the contrary, the idea that defines the design process by means of equations (19)- (21) generates an infinite number of the different design strategies. Each design strategy has its own trajectory. It is clear that the comparison of the different types of trajectories is adequate only in the case when the final trajectory point is the same. On the other hand the objective function C(X) has a set of local minimal points, because the design problem is a nonlinear problem in general. It is necessary to put the additional simple conditions to achieve the same point of the objective function for the different design strategies. However the non-simple problem is not a specific feature of the new design problem formulation. We always have this type of problem when we begin the design process from the different start points. It is supposed below that the simple conditions are provided.
To minimize the total design computer time it is necessary to find the optimal behavior of the control functions u j during the design process. There is one difficulty at the consideration of the system (19) . The functions f X U i , are not continued as the temporal functions in a finite number of the time points because the control functions u j take the values 0 or 1. The minimum-time problem for the system (19) with non-continued or non-smoothed functions (21) can be solved most adequately by means of Pontryagin's maximum principle [19] . For the classical Pontryagin's form of the optimal control problem formulation it is necessary to define the conjugate system for the additional functions i :
Hamiltonian is determined as:
This function has supreme value during the optimal trajectory with the Pontryagin's maximum principle:
The main problem of the maximum principle application in that formulation is the unknown vector 0 of initial values of the functions i . This problem has adequate solution only for linear functions f X U i , , for example in [20] . For the nonlinear case it is possible to use some approximate iterative algorithms [21] [22] [23] [24] for the solution of the problem (19)- (24) . Some of these algorithms are based on the boundary problem solution for 2 1 N order equations system (19), (22) . The iteration process for the numerical integration of this system includes consecutive iterations of Cauchy problem solution.
PASSIVE AND ACTIVE NONLINEAR CIRCUITS DESIGN
Some nonlinear electronic circuits have been investigated to demonstrate the new system design approach based on the optimal control theory. These examples have various nodal numbers from 3 to 5 for the passive nonlinear circuits and from 3 to 7 for the active nonlinear circuits. It means that the number of dependent arguments M of the design process has been changed from 3 to 7. The design process has been realized on DC mode for all circuits. The objective function C X has been determined as the sum of the squared differences between beforehand defined values and current values of the nodal voltages for some nodes with additional inequalities for some circuit elements. The final value of the objective function of the design process was defined as 10 8 -10 10 for the different examples. The analysis of all circuits was provided for two different optimization methods, the gradient method and the DFP method.
The iteration parameter t s was selected and optimized separately for each strategy to obtain the minimum iteration steps.
Passive Nonlinear Circuits
Detailed analysis of some different circuits for M=3, 4, 5 are presented below. This system is transformed in accordance with our approach to the following system:
, j = 1,2,3. Table I . Complete set of design strategies for Example 1 (M=3).
The results of the analysis of the complete set of the design strategies with the fixed value of the control functions are given in Table I . The first line of the table corresponds to the traditional design strategy, the last line corresponds to the modified traditional strategy and other lines are the intermediate strategies. The total computer design time has the minimal value for the traditional design strategy in case when the gradient method is applied (0.176 sec) and for the strategy number 4 in the case of the DFP method (0.061 sec). These are the optimal strategies among all strategies, which were obtained with the fixed values of the control functions. However, these strategies are not optimal in general. It is necessary to find the optimal strategies by means of the additional optimization procedure.
The data of the optimal strategies are given in Table II . The control function vector of the optimal strategy has two switching points for the gradient method and one switching point for the DFP method. The computer time gain of the optimal design strategy with respect to the traditional strategy is equal to 1.6 for the gradient method and 3.7 for the DFP method. Table II . Data of the optimal design strategies for Example 1 (M=3). Example 2. In Fig. 2 there is a circuit that has 5 independent variables as admittance 
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The results of the analysis of the complete set of the design strategies with the fixed value of the control functions are given in Table III . Table III . Complete set of design strategies for Example 2 (M=4).
There are 32 different strategies in this case. The strategy 3 is the optimal for the gradient method (4.07 sec) and the strategy 31 is the optimal for the DFP method (0.17 sec), but as for the previous examples these strategies are not optimal in general either. The optimal trajectories were found by the special optimization procedure. The data of the optimal strategies are given in Table IV . The control function vector of each optimal strategy has one switching point. There is a time gain 63.2 and 55.2 for two optimization methods respectively.
Table IV. Data of the optimal design strategies for Example 2 (M=4).
The results of all analyzed examples are the proof of the fact that the traditional design strategy is not the optimal one. The comparison of these examples gives an important conclusion: the time gain that can be obtained by the methodology described above increases when the system complexity grows. The computer time gain of the optimum design strategy with respect to the traditional design strategy as the function of the dependent parameters number M is presented in Fig. 3 . It is clear that this time gain increases very fast when the parameter M increases. 1 0 1 Example 3. In Fig. 3 there is a circuit that has 6 independent variables as admittance y y y y y y The results of the analysis of the complete set of the design strategies with the fixed value of the control functions are given in Table V. There are 32 different strategies in this case. The strategy 3 is the optimal for the gradient method (4.07 sec) and the strategy 31 is the optimal for the DFP method (0.17 sec), but as for the previous examples these strategies are not optimal in general either. The optimal trajectories were found by the special optimization procedure. The data of the optimal strategies are given in Table VI . The control function vector of each optimal strategy has one switching point. There is a time gain 63.2 and 55.2 for two optimization methods respectively. 0 1 0 1 
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The results of all analyzed examples are the proof of the fact that the traditional design strategy is not the optimal one. The comparison of these examples gives an important conclusion: the time gain that can be obtained by the methodology described above increases when the system complexity grows. The computer time gain of the optimum design strategy with respect to the traditional design strategy as the function of the dependent parameters number M is presented in Fig. 4 . It is clear that this time gain increases very fast when the parameter M increases.
Active Nonlinear Circuits
In Fig. 4 there is a circuit of the amplifier that consists of three transistor cells. The one-cell transistor circuit was analyzed as the first example. In this case the circuit includes three nodes only. The second circuit includes two transistor cells and the five-node circuit was analyzed in this case. The last situation includes the full circuit of Fig. 4 with three transistors and seven nodes. The design process has been realized on DC mode for all the circuits above mentioned.
The Ebers-Moll static model of the transistor has been used. The objective function C X has been determined as the sum of the squared differences between beforehand-defined values and current values of the voltages for the transistor junctions. Table 5 . The optimal strategy has two switching points and has time gain 80 and 94 for two optimization methods respectively (Table VI) .
Example 4. The full circuit of Fig. 4 has seven independent variables as admittance 
The results of the analysis of the traditional design strategy, modified traditional strategy and some intermediate strategies with the fixed value of the control functions are given in Table VII . All the strategies have the design time lesser than the traditional strategy. The data of the optimal strategies are given in Table VIII . The optimal strategy has the computer time gain 2390 for the gradient method and 1614 for the DFP method. The potential computer time gain of the optimum design strategy with respect to the traditional design strategy as the function of the transistor number NTR is presented in Fig. 5 . The time gain increases very fast for the nonlinear active transistor circuits.
Vol. All obtained results confirm the rule that the total computer time gain of the time-optimal design strategy increases when the complexity of the circuit increases. The comparison of the results for passive and active circuits shows that the computer time gain is larger for the active circuits because of larger complexity in this last case.
ADDITIONAL ACCELERATION EFFECT
On the basis of the described methodology an additional acceleration effect of the design process was discovered. This effect appears for all analyzed circuits. We start with the simplest electronic circuit that has two parameters only (N=2) and has no any practical sense, but services well to understand the processes that occur in the design procedure.
Then we analyze the N-dimensional problem, where N has variation from 6 to 14. All these examples demonstrate the additional acceleration effect that appears due to the different design trajectory behavior with the different control functions defined by the new design methodology. Figure 6 . Computer time gain of the optimal design strategy for the active nonlinear circuits. 1-Gradient method, 2-DFP method.
Two-dimensional problem
There is an analysis of a simplest electronic circuit with the topology, which is shown in Fig. 6 . We suppose that the element 1 r has a nonlinear dependency in general case: , where k V has a fixed value. There is only one control function u 1 in this case because there is only one dependent parameter 2 x . The design trajectory for this example is the curve in two-dimensional space, if the numerical design algorithm is applied. At the same time, the numerical analysis of this simple circuit has no sense, because there is an analytic solution for this problem. We can obtain this solution by means of the Lagrange multipliers for instance. However, we provide the numerical analysis of this circuit to reveal the essential features of the new additional design process acceleration effect. The main features of this analysis appear in all other examples too.
The trajectories, which correspond to the gradient optimization method and the initial vector X in with the components (1,1) are presented in Fig. 7 The trajectories that correspond to the traditional design strategy practically do not have dependency from the initial value of the component x 2 . There is only one jump in the start point S to the principal part of the trajectory line from above (when x 2 = 1, Fig.7 ) or from below (when x 2 = -1, Fig.8 ). Another situation is observed when the modified traditional strategy is used for x 2 = -1. The first part of the trajectory lies in a physically unreal sub-space ( x 2 < 0) and the second part lies in a real sub-space ( x 2 > 0). Moreover, it is very important to note that the movement along the trajectory is very fast from the start point S to the point R. On the other hand the movement is by far slower from the point R to the finish point F. It is very important that the trajectories, which correspond to the traditional and to the modified traditional strategies draw to the finish point F from the opposite directions. The unique possibility to accelerate the design process is created when the switching point of the control function u 1 lies in the point, which is the projection of the finish point F to the modified traditional strategy trajectory, which lies in unreal subspace. This is the point Sw. The optimal trajectory has two parts in this case. The first part corresponds to the curve S -Sw. During the movement along this curve the control function u 1 is equal to 1. The control function u 1 at the time moment, which corresponds to the point Sw changes the value to 0. At this moment the jump is realized from the point Sw to the finish point F or very near to the point F (it depends on the calculate step). Therefore a great acceleration of the design process takes place. This acceleration effect is observed for all values of the nonlinearity parameter b n . The optimal trajectory has two parts in this case. The computer time gain of the optimal design strategies with respect to the traditional design strategy by the acceleration effect is equal to 4.91, 3.53 for the gradient method and DFP method respectively. This effect is observed for more complicate examples too. However, in this case a trajectory line Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. The data comparison in Fig. 3 and Fig. 9 for the passive nonlinear circuits with and without an additional acceleration effect shows that this effect is displayed for all analyzed examples and gives an additional time gain from 35% to 350% depending on the problem dimension and optimization method. Table IX . Data of the optimal design strategies for Example 1 (M=3) with an additional acceleration effect. Table X . Data of the optimal design strategies for Example 2 (M=5) with an additional acceleration effect. Table XI . Data of the optimal design strategies for one-transistor cell amplifier with an additional acceleration effect. The additional acceleration effect is observed for the active circuits too; however in this case the analysis is more complicated because the trajectory design line not always exists due to the specific current dependency of the transistor junctions. The trajectory behavior near the end point has a great influence to the acceleration effect quantitative value. The complex behavior of the trajectories can complicate the acceleration effect achievement because there is more than one jump required in this case. The data comparison in Fig. 5 and Fig. 10 shows a large additional acceleration. The total computer time gain of the optimal strategy for the last example (three transistor cells circuit with 7 nodes and 14 variables) due to the acceleration effect is equal to 7721 for the gradient optimization method and 4306 for the DFP method. This value of the computer time gain shows a great perspective of further research in this direction. Now it is clear that the start point of the optimal design process must be elected with at least one negative coordinate and the first part of the optimal design trajectory lies in unreal state space. The other part of the optimal design strategy consists of one or several jumps with the special adjusted trajectories of the different admissible strategies. Figure 10 . Computer time gain of the optimal design strategy with an additional acceleration effect for the passive nonlinear circuits. 1-Gradient method, 2-DFP method.
The additional acceleration effect, which is discussed here, serves as an excellent example of a new qualitative result, which was obtained by the generalized system design methodology. It is clear that all these advantages of the new approach are realized when the time-optimal algorithm is constructed. One of the main problems on this way is the definition of the specific characteristics and special features of the optimal or quasi-optimal design algorithm. The results obtained here serve as the first step for the optimal design algorithm characteristic determined, particularly for the initial point optimal selection and for the preliminary definition of the optimal trajectory and control function structure.
IMPLEMENTATION ASPECT
All numerical results have been obtained on the basis of computer Pentium I, 100 MHz, 64 MB RAM with compiler Turbo C and double precision for all real numbers.
CONCLUSIONS
The traditional design algorithm is not a time-optimal. The problem of the optimum algorithm construction can be solved more adequately on the basis of the optimal system design theory. This theory can be formulated as the minimum-time problem of the control theory. In this case it is necessary to select one optimal trajectory from the infinite number of the different design strategies, which are produced. The maximum principle serves in this case as the basis for the determination of the optimal dependency of all control functions. In that case it is possible to reduce considerably the total computer time for the system design. The analysis of the different electronic systems gives the possibility to conclude that the computer time gain of the optimal strategy increases when the size and complexity of the system increase. The additional acceleration effect of the system design process was discovered by means of the variation of the initial value of the state variables and the special control functions. This effect exists due to the very different behavior of the design trajectories that have various control functions and different start points in the design space. This new effect reduces the total computer time additionally and gives the perspective to accelerate more the system design process. On the other hand, the obtained results give useful information about the initial point selection for the optimal design process and about the structure of the optimal or quasi-optimal design trajectory.
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